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Math In The Movies - Logan Worksheet 
 
 

The Scenario 

Logan is a 2017 superhero film starring Australian actor Hugh 
Jackman in his (most likely) last role as the Wolverine. Set in 
the future, mutants are near extinction and still being hunted 
for exploitation by the military. Wolverine must try to save 

the remaining mutants in a series of high octane chases and fights. The movie features one 
of the most scary depictions of autonomous driving in the future, in this case huge 
autonomous trucks racing down the highway. It’s possible some of the trucks in the movie 
were hacked to cause a certain accident. They appear to sound their horn but not slow down 
particularly if they detect a hazard on the road ahead, and they’re travelling pretty fast too. 
Perhaps human drivers aren’t meant to be on the road mixing it up with them.  

Question 1  (2 marks) 

The stopping distance formula for a vehicle is: 

𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �𝑣𝑣2𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 2 × 𝑔𝑔 × 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 × (𝑓𝑓 ∓ 𝐺𝐺) 

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  is the initial speed of the vehicle (use current AUS highways speeds of 100 km/hr = 
27.78 m/s), 𝑔𝑔 is gravity, 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏is the estimated braking distance, 𝑓𝑓 is the friction 
coefficient (0.7), 𝐺𝐺 is the road gradient. Calculate the braking distance for a truck at full 
speed. 

Question 2  (3 marks) 

When trying to escape, the kids start 19 km from the border, and can only move at 3 kmh/r. 
They have a 5 hour headstart. The drones chasing them then fly out along the same route at 
about 22 km/hr. How far into the flight will the drones overfly the kids? If the trucks start out 
at 38 km/hr as soon as the kids are located, will they reach the kids before they cross the 
border? 

Question 3  (1 mark) 

In Wolverine Origins, a young Wolverine is shown in 1845 first realising his powers as his 
bone claws come out of his knuckles. He is a young teenager (say 13). Calculate his age in the 
Logan movie, which is set in 2029. 
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